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About GIL
Get It Lease is a company decked with veteran
professionals who provide unparalleled leasing
solutions. We provide complete Asset Lifecycle
Solutions, which are tailored to suit the client's
requirements. No matter what asset class you
need to procure, we can assist you by customizing
our solution to help you optimize your cash flow.
Whether you're looking for servers, furniture,
electronic devices or any other kind of appliance
Get It Lease can provide it to you on lease.
Get It Lease is one of the largest providers of
comprehensive leasing solutions in the country for
all your requirements. Its varied supply of material
and equipment has made it an established name
in the Indian Leasing Industry.

At A
Glance

200+
CLIENTS

Our Vision
Our vision is to be a top trusted leader and partner
with flexible, customized leasing solutions. We strive to
be the best by meeting every asset need. We approach
clients in complete transparency, providing a lifecycle
solution and ongoing support.

20000+
PRODUCTS
LEASED
OUT
150+
CITIES
COVERED

Our Mission
Get It Lease's goal is to lead the industry by
offering a wide range of efficient products that are
suitable, affordable, and versatile. The company aims
to add value and lower the costs of its business partners by covering all aspects of the leasing solution
from supply to post-leasing service.

12+
YEAR EXP.

450+
EMPLOYEES

Why Leasing?
Buying every product for your business need can be expensive and futile. Leasing
products is a current trend that is quickly spreading because it makes it easier to
arrange the essential appliances for your space. Leasing is one such hack if you're
looking to free up some cash flow.

EQUILIBRIUM CASH FLOW
The biggest benefit of leasing is
that payments or cash outflow are
spread out over a number of years,
relieving you of the burden of large,
one-time cash payments.

BETTER USE OF CAPITAL
When someone decides to lease
rather than buy an asset, it frees up
capital to pay for other capital
needs or to save money for a wiser
capital investment decision.

LOW CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

RIGHTS TO TERMINATION

Leasing is an ideal option for a
newly set-up business, given that it
means lower initial cost and lower
CapEx requirements.

At the end of the leasing period, the
lessee has the option to purchase
the product and has the option to
terminate the leasing contract,
giving the business flexibility.

Why Get It Lease?
15% of credit limits are sanctioned basis the future revenue generation ability of the company.
We support businesses by analyzing both recent revenue trends and anticipated growth.
25-30% savings against your total cost of ownership.
75% of businesses prefer to maintain a thin balance sheet. Throughout the asset lifecycle, we
support businesses in achieving this.
A price estimate and a lease rate factor can be given by any leasing company. At Get it Lease, we
view leasing as a way to use equipment while avoiding many of the annoyances, costs, and
restrictions connected with ownership.
Leasing equipment that depreciates frees up your cash flow and lines of credit for other
opportunities. Many organizations prefer to invest that money in revenue-generating projects or
reserve it for the unexpected.
Simply return the leased equipment to us to be sanitised and resold or disassembled and recycled,
protecting the environment and you.
Even though every lease will be different, many businesses will discover that leasing has higher tax
deductibility than owning, especially when dealing with high technology and other assets with a
shorter lifespan.

Whatever you need.
Get It Lease has everything!
Come to Get It Lease, for a seamless experience. We work tirelessly to
bring the best products on table for leasing so that they remain relevant
and useful to you- across its lifecycle! Our focus is to engage with clients
regarding their needs for expansion. Our transparent and consultative
approach helps us to deliver leasing solutions to meet customer
requirements.
We provide delivery of the newest products to any location, prompt
customer service, regular upgrades, and more! Get It Lease handles all of
your product frameworks so that you can concentrate on what is most
important. Get It Lease is primarily client-focused. Maintaining the client
as the primary focus promotes open operations and seamless deliveries.

Be Our Partners
We serve to be the best.

BETTER USE OF CAPITAL
Leasing is just the start. The majority of products and appliances also need
consistent, ongoing support. High-level technicians and engineers can help in
this situation. Get It Lease's superior customer service is the envy of the Indian
leasing industry. From on-site support to remote troubleshooting and problem
fixing, help is only a call/mail away.

STRONG FILL RATE
Get It Lease's inventory never runs out! This is due to a massive inventory chain
that spans numerous product categories and meets all demands. Unexpected
demand spikes are met by a strong supply chain.

EXPERTISE
Get It Lease takes great pride in its mechanical and technological expertise.
Being a solutions provider is more important than merely being a supplier.
According to your needs, the company has experts on call who can help you
whenever you need them. Get products tailored to your specific needs efficiently and at a fraction of the cost.

Rely on us to lease
the best quality

AFFORDABLE
PRICING

ADAPTABLE
TENURE

FULL-SPECTRUM
RESPONSES

Reasonable prices
with easy payment
options make Get It
Lease one of the
most popular leasing
companies in the
country.

Different products
need different
solutions and we
understand that. So,
we offer flexible
tenure for leasing
products.

High-end solutions
from Get It Lease
give you better
control over your
operations and
better outcomes.

Our Smart Solution
Get It Lease – A one-stop shop for all of your leasing needs

Asset Categories

Logistics Resources
Assets For Surveillance
Inventory Assets
Equipment And Plant
Medical Resources
Furniture And Fit Outs
POS/ATM
IT Assets
Mobile Assets
Electronic Gadgets

Clientele Speaks

The lease approach by
Get It Lease is very unique and
profitable.

The way they are leasing
products and decreasing burden
on corporates is commendable.

This is a must have service
provided by Get It Lease to cut
down on wastage.

The customer support by
Get It Lease works wonders to
get everything done without
hassles.

our clients
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